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Abstract

This paper is about experiments for satisfiability problem using a new algorithm (GR-MM-PBSA) that improves the algorithm
Population-Based Simulated Annealing (PBSA). GR-MM-PBSA runs in a parallel way Simulated Annealing (SA) and Threshold
Annealing (TA) algorithms with a Golden Ratio space search strategy and Markovian Model to select initial and final temperature.
In this paper we execute differents hybridized Simulated Annealing (or Threshold Accepting) algorithms and compares the
efficiency of these, using a metric based on transition phase effect. Simulated Annealing Algorithms (SAA) theoretically can
reach the optimum if the control parameters and cooling scheme are chosen correctly. All algorithms are compared with a metric
based on transition phase obtained for 3-SAT instances. This paper shows the results of SAA hybridizations are more efficient than
the original algorithm, without increasing their computational complexity. We also show the experimental data about runs with 820
3-SAT instances with ratio clauses-variables between 2.0 to 6.0.
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1. Introduction

Meta-Heuristic optimization algorithms have received significant attention over the past few decades due to their
flexibility to solve complex problems. The most common classification about meta-heuristic algorithms divided
these into two categories: solo-searchers (simulated annealing (SA), tabu search (TS), hill climbing (HC), etc)
and population-based searchers (such as genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), ant colony
optimization (ACO), among others). Solo-searchers methods are those that employ a single solution during the search
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process while in the latter a population of solutions is used and evolved during a given number of iterations and
population-based algorithms have been found to perform well on many real world problems [1].

It is well known that the Satisfiability (SAT) problem belongs to NP class [2] and Simulated Annealing (SA) is one
of the most efficient for solving problems of this class. Since SA was proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. [3] and Cerny [4],
commonly the SA implementations have two cycles: the temperature and the metropolis cycles; therefore SA can be
considered as an extension of the Metropolis algorithm [5].

In fact, SA is applied in solving other NP problems as well [6]. In this paper, we present an implementation of the
SA algorithm that uses the high speed and computing power of the parallel architectures. This allows a greater speed
of convergence of the algorithm in the search for a true solution for the 3-SAT problem.

2. Algorithm for Population-Based Simulated Annealing on SAT problem

This paper presents an implementation of population-based simulated annealing algorithm with two components:
intensification and diversification. The nucleus of the algorithm has series of wavelets of a set of SAA runs. At the end
of each wavelet, an intensification phase takes place: a bulk of the runs are reinitiated from the best solution founded.
The diversification phase is achieved with the concept of elite results. At the end of each launch, the SAA runs that
produced the k-best solutions continue their execution [7][8][9]. When a predefined number of successive launch do
not produce an advance on a solution, this procedure ends and is restarted at a lower temperature. Table 1 shown
Population-Based Simulated Annealing (PBSA) that is composed by two procedures: PSA and PPSA.

The core of PPSA is a set P of SAA algorithms that run in a parallel way. M is the number of simultaneous SAA
algorithms that PPSA execute (M = |P|). From line 2 to line 3 on PPSA algorithm, for each p ∈ P SA (or TA)
executions, we start S p = S solutions at Tp = T temperature and determine the best values for these configurations
fp = F(S ).

In line 4 the best S best = S solution is initialized. At line 5 begin a wavelet cycle that ends at line 16. From line 6
to line 9 are launch M SA (or TA). In line 7 each SA (or TA) algorithm return: his best solution S best

p , ultimate one
solution at t unit of time S f inal

p and final temperature T f inal
p at the same time. In line 8 if S best

p solution improves the
best solution for this p launching, fp is actualized. In line 10 and line 11, if some S best

p improve S best, this is taken at
S best and the number of wavelets is reinitiated to 0.

In line 14 and line 15, the M − k poor running is reinitiated to initial solution S p = S best and initial temperature
Tp = T , while k better running continues their executions. When PPSA finished returns the best configuration S best

and if 3-SAT instance is satisfiable or not satisfiable.
You can see on Table 1 that PPSA is embedded in a loop which progressively decreases the temperature from line 5

to line 12 on algorithms PSA. In line 2 the initial temperature is determined, later in the article, we will be able to see
how to estimate the initial temperature, final temperature, and a number of Metropolis cycle repetitions for the SAT
problem. In line 3 our algorithm obtains an initial solution random values of true or f alse to the literals. It is important
to note that this first solution can also be obtained from an execution of SA or TA or another heuristic algorithm. In
the next section, we will show the different implementations of the SA and TA algorithm with which we will execute
PPSA.

3. Satisfiability problem and SAA algorithms

SAT was the first issue referred to be as NP-complete, and it is fundamental to the analysis of the computational
complexity of many problems [2][10]. An instance of SAT is a boolean formula which consists of the following
components: a set of logical variables, a set of literals l j (a literal is a variable or its negation) and a set of m clauses Ci

linked by the logical connective AND (∧), where each clause consists of n literals connected by the logical connective

OR (∨). Then a SAT instance can be written as F = C1 ∧C2 ∧ ... ∧Cm =
m∧

i=1
Ci; wherein Ci = l1 ∨ l2 ∨ ... ∨ ln =

n∨
j=1

l j.

The SAT problem can be enunciated, using the last notation, as follows: Given a finite set of clauses, determine
whether there is an assignment of truth-values to the literals l j which makes all clauses Ci are true.

Simulated Annealing is one of the most efficient heuristic algorithms for solving Non-Polynomial Problems like
3-SAT but also another optimization problems. Since SA was proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. [3] and Cerny [4],
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Table 1. Population-Based Simulated Annealing (PBSA) for SAT.

1 procedure PPS A(S , T )
2 for each p in P
3 S p = S , Tp = T, fp = F(S )
4 S best = S
5 while not improve wavelet < max not improve wavelet
6 for each p in P
7 (S best

p , S
f inal
p , T f inal

p ) = S AA(S p, Tp, t) \ \ SA or TA algorithms are executed in a parallel way
8 if F(S best

p ) > F(S p) then fp = F(S best
p )

9 S p = S f inal
p , Tp = T f inal

p
10 b = arg maxp∈P fp
11 if F(S best

p ) > F(S best) then
12 S best = S best

p , not improve wavelet = 0
13 f k = k − bestp∈P fp,Υ = {p ∈ P, fp < f k}
14 for each p in Υ
15 S p = S best , Tp = T
16 else not improve wavelet = not improve wavelet + 1
17 return S best

18 end PPS A

1 procedure PS A(S )
2 T = T0
3 S 0 \ \Initial solution, each l j randomly takes a value of true or f alse
4 launchings = 1
5 Repeat
6 S = PPS A(S , T )
7 if PPS A(S , T ) = S AT
8 return S
9 else
10 T = β ∗ T
11 launchings = launchings + 1
12 until launchings < launchings max
13 end PS A

commonly the SA implementations have two cycles: the temperature (external cycle) and the Metropolis cycles (inside
in the temperature cycle). In this sense, SA is considered as an extension of the Metropolis algorithm [5][11]. The SA
and TA algorithms for a minimization problem is explained as you can see in Table 2.

Table 2. SA and TA Algorithms.

1 Initialization: Ti , T f
2 T = Ti
3 Initial solution S
4 Repeat \\Temperature Cycle
5 Repeat \\Metropolis Cycle
6 Generate S NEW from S \\ New neighboring solution from the old solution
7 ∆E = F(S NEW ) − F(S )
8 if (∆E < 0 (in Simulating Annealing)) or if (∆E <threshold T (in Threshold Accepting))
9 S = S NEW
10 else if (random[0, 1] ≥ exp(−∆E/T )) (It is only in Simulating Annealing; it do not apply for Threshold Accepting)
11 S = S NEW
12 While thermodynamic equilibrium is not reached (Markov Chain of lenght LMarkov)
13 T = C f unction(T )
14 While (T > T f )
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In Table 2, F is the function to be minimized, T is the temperature, Ti , T f are the initial and final temperatures,
respectively. In Table 2 at line 10, the acceptance criteria is proportional to the acceptance probability; it is based on
the opportunities of obtaining a new state with energy Ek+l relative to a previous state with energy Ek, then [12]:

h(∆E) =
exp(−Ek+1/T )

exp(−Ek+1/T ) + exp(−Ek/T )
=

1
1 + exp(∆E/T )

≈ exp(−∆E/T ) (1)

In Equation 1,∆E represents the difference between the present and the previous values of energy, these energies are
calculated with cost functions. For the SAT problem, the cost function F is proportional to the number of clauses that
are not satisfied with a configuration S [13][12]; this is the traditional SA approach. One of the major disadvantages
of the previous approach is the significant amount of computational time that is necessary to obtain a near optimal
solution.

The Threshold Accepting (TA) method is a variation of the classical SA algorithm, first introduced by Dueck and
Scheuer [14]. TA adopts a simpler acceptance criterion for new solutions (Line 10 in Table 2) and does not require the
generation of random numbers and exponential functions.

SA and TA are both convergent algorithms which provide the ability to escape from local minima through
acceptance criteria for inferior solutions [15]. Both require a good neighborhood structure and search parameters
to improve their search efficiency. SA and TA will gradually approach descent algorithms which accept only equally
good solutions as running time increases.

3.1. Estimation of the initial temperature (Ti), final temperature (T f ) and number of Metropolis repetitions (LMarkov)

The initial temperature Ti should be high such that all possible configurations have equal acceptance probability.
In our problem, all probable changes are proportional to the maximum difference that two configurations can produce
in the cost function F (how much clauses are not satisfied) as a see in Equation 2:

∆FVmax = max{F(S j) − F(S i)} ∀ : S j ∈ VS i ,∀ : Fi ∈ S (2)

In Equation 2, ∆FVmax is the maximum change produced in the cost function, VS i is the neighborhood set of the
current solution S i and S is the solution space of the problem to be solved. For SA we have shown that the initial
temperature can be computed by Equation 3 and Equation 4 [16]:

Ti = −
∆FVmax

ln PA(∆FVmax)
(3)

and

T f = −
∆FVmin

ln PA(∆FVmin)
(4)

In the literature is suggested that PA(∆FVmax) should be close to 1 to guarantee a right level of exploration at Ti

and similarly, PA(∆FVmin) should be close to 0 for T f [17][18]. In our experiments we set PA(∆FVmax) = 0.99 and
PA(∆FVmin) = 0.01. The cooling function used for SA and TA was proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. [3] also employed by
Cerny [4] and Dueck et al. [14], which is defined as Tk+1 = αTk, α ∈ [0.7, 0.99]. For the Threshold algorithm accepted
the initial and final temperatures can be calculated, as proposed in [19] with the following equations:

Ti = ∆FVmax (5)

and

T f = ∆FVmin (6)

However, while bigger is the cooling step, the longer is the Markov chain necessary to reach the thermodynamical
equilibrium in Metropolis cycle, and for small cooling steps, then small Markov chains length are needed. Hence,
the length of the k-th Markov chain Lk must be bounded to avoid extremely long Markov chains for low values of
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ck. The maximum Markov chain Lmax is achieved at the final temperature, and it is proportional to ln(Pr(S i)) |V(S i)|
where |V(S i)| represents the neighborhood size, and Pr(S i) is the rejection probability for a solution S i. Values for
C = ln(Pr(S i)), is on interval 1 to 4.6, it which assurance a right exploration level of the neighborhood at the final
temperature; for our experiments C = 4.6 that assure an exploration level of 99% of the solution space. Then Lk

depends only on the number of elements of V(S i) that will be explored at temperature Tk. For high temperatures, at
the beginning of the execution of the algorithm PPSA, we can take L1 = 1. These same equations for calculating the
initial and final temperature as well as the maximum repeats of the cycle of Metropolis will be made in our experiments
for the TA algorithm [20].

3.2. Golden Ratio strategy to change the velocity on cooling scheme

One problem in SA or TA is related to the velocity of decreasing the temperature in cooling squeme Tk+1 = αTk

(Line 13 in Table 2). If the temperature is slowly reduced (values for α close to 1), excellent solutions are achieved,
but the execution time can be very high. On the other hand, if the temperature is reduced in significant steps (i.e. small
values for α close to 0.7) the execution time can be reduced considerably, but the solution quality can be worse than
is usual, expected, or desirable.

To obtain a good solution with a short execution time, a hybrid algorithm is used in this paper. This hybrid algorithm
calculates, as a standart SA, initial and final temperatures using Markov Models. Then this interval of temperatures is
divided into 2 or more intervals using Golden Ratio value φ = 1+

√
5

2 ≃ 1.618 [21].
For example for one Golden Ratio applied the temperature interval [Ti, T f ] is divided into two, wherein T1 = Ti,

T2 = Ti − φ(Ti − T f ) and T3 = T f , SAA algorithm with T ∈ [T1, T2] use α = 0.70 (decrease temperatures very fast);
moreover, if T ∈ (T2, T3] SAA use α = 0.99 (temperatures are decreased slowly) [19]. If you applied two Golden
Ratio then the second interval (T2, T3] is divided into two new intervals in the same way: T1 = Ti, T2 = Ti−φ(Ti−T f ),
T3 = T2 − φ(T2 − T f ) and T4 = T f . For each interval α is calculated by proportional values between 0.70 and 0.99,
then we obtain α1 = 0.70 if T ∈ [T1, T2], α2 = 0.845 if T ∈ (T2, T3] and α3 = 0.99 if T ∈ (T3, T4]. This process is
repeated the same way when applying three or more Golden Ratios to divide the temperature range that runs the SAA
algorithm. For all temperature range, the length of the Markov chain Lmax is calculated, which determines how often
the Metropolis cycle is repeated. Every time the initial length of the Markov L1 is 1. The new algorithm with Golden
Ratio strategy (GR-MM-PBSA) will remain as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Golden Ratio Simulated Annealing Population-Based Algorithm for SAT.

1 procedure GR − MM − PBS A(S )
2 S 0 \ \Initial solution, each l j randomly takes a value of true or f alse
3 golden ratios = 1
4 α = 0.70 , S = S 0
5 Repeat
6 Calculate Ti , T f , Lmax
7 if PPS A(S , Ti) = S AT
8 return S
9 else
10 Calculate α
11 golden ratios = golden ratios + 1
12 until golden ratios < golden ratios max
13 end GR − MM − PBS A

4. Design of experiments and results of executions

Mezzard et al. [22] that existence of a phase transition experimentally, when the ratio σ = clauses/variables is
close to value 4.26. For values of σ < 4.26 a randomly generated 3-SAT problem is found satisfiable with probability
close to 1, but for values of σ > 4.26 this probability is close to 0. In this sense, σ = 4.26 divided problems into
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two categories: hard or ease instance for determining if a 3-SAT instance is satisfiable or not. The value of the phase
transition for the 3-SAT problem has been bounded by different authors between 3.52 ≤ σ ≤ 4.49 [23][24][25].

Several 3-SAT instances with different relations of σ were taken from SATLIB or generated with Horie’s algorithm
[22][26][27][28]. In this chapter, we display the experiments developed to study the behavior of our algorithms, with
a set of 3-SAT instances. To develop these experiments we used sets of 3- SAT instances with values of σ ∈ [2.0, 6.0]
and execute the algorithms to determine how many occasions one solution is found satisfying for each instance. Each
of them was used in each algorithm and executed 20 times. In Table 4 we show the different algorithms that were
tested.

Table 4. Types of algorithms that were run in the experiments.

Name Description

SA Traditional Simulated Annealing algorithm without parallel implementation
TA Traditional Threshold Accepting algorithm without parallel implementation
PSA-SA Pararell Population Based Annealing with SA and tunning temperatures with Equations 3 and 4
PSA-TA Pararell Population Based Annealing with TA and tunning temperatures with Equations 5 and 6
PSA-SA-1GR Pararell Population Based Annealing with SA and tunning temperatures with Equation and 1 Golden Ratio applied
PSA-SA-2GR Pararell Population Based Annealing with SA and tunning temperatures with Equation and 2 Golden Ratio applied
PSA-TA-1GR Pararell Population Based Annealing with TA and tunning temperatures with Equation and 1 Golden Ratio applied
PSA-TA-2GR Pararell Population Based Annealing with TA and tunning temperatures with Equation and 2 Golden Ratio applied
PSA-TA-TSA Pararell Population Based Annealing with TA and tunning temperatures with Equations 3 and 4

We plot these experimental results in Figure 1 to determine the sigma value that indicates the phase transition; we
calculate by interpolation value of sigma when the probability is close to 0.5. For each SAA hybridized algorithm
used with PSA, Table 5 shows the transition phase value obtained and averages of run times in different intervals of
σ.

Table 5 indicates that the algorithms based on hybridization of Simulated Annealing (PSA-SA and PSA-TA) have
a better performance than the classical SAA algorithms (SA and TA). In addition to the values presented in Table 5, it
can also be concluded that the hybridization with the Golden Ratio strategy (PSA-SA-1GR and PSA-SA-2GR) is the
best, taking into account transition value and average run time. To select the best algorithm to use with GR-MM-PBSA
we must consider both factors: the probability of finding a solution and execution speed. On Figure 2 you can see the
executions time for each algorithm for different values of sigma.

Table 5. Transition phase value and run time.

Name σ Time (s) σ ∈ [2.0, 3.0) Time (s) σ ∈ [3.0, 4.0) Time (s) σ ∈ [4.0, 5.0) Time (s) σ ∈ [5.0, 6.0] Average

SA 3.12 1.61 8.73 12.44 15.19 9.49
TA 2.37 0.22 0.32 0.33 0.33 0.30
PSA-SA 3.43 2.66 28.15 48.04 57.17 34.00
PSA-TA 3.43 2.64 21.94 32.25 37.34 24.29
PSA-SA-1GR 3.43 4.57 11.55 17.92 19.61 13.41
PSA-SA-2GR 3.42 6.46 13.00 19.09 22.83 15.35
PSA-TA-1GR 2.73 4.89 6.22 6.29 6.28 5.92
PSA-TA-2GR 2.71 7.18 8.15 8.12 8.09 7.88
PSA-TA-TSA 3.06 1.90 10.27 12.42 15.28 9.97

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we present the results of phase transition study with seven implementations of Simulating Annealing
algorithm. Two algorithms were traditional Simulated Annealing and Threshold Accepting. Two new implementations
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Fig. 1. Phase transition results.

Fig. 2. Average run time results.

of Populated-Based Annealing in a parallel way that uses both SA and TA. Other two algorithms were hybridized with
Golden Ration for divide the temperature interval. The last one is a TA algorithms using tuning temperatures obtained
for SA. The implementation of the Simulating Annealing Algorithm with Golden-Ratio strategy was the best, take into
account his phase transition value (which is better than SA without hybridizing) moreover with a better performance
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regarding of execution times. This paper also shows that a phase transition value is a good measure to determine how
efficient an algorithm SAA based is, to find a 3-SAT solution.
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